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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Propaganda Lab at the Center for Media Engagement expanded its research into the use of
encrypted messaging apps (EMAs)1 for political talk, analyzing both how EMAs are used by people
for everyday political talk and how EMA technology is being used for coordinated manipulation
campaigns in Indonesia, Myanmar, the Philippines, and Ukraine.
Our team conducted 21 semi-structured interviews between June and October 2021 with makers
and trackers of propaganda and disinformation campaigns on EMAs in the mentioned four countries.
Our analysis revealed three major thematic findings:
1.

The propaganda that spreads via EMAs in these countries is dynamic, meaning that it has
been optimized for EMAs rather than for traditional media.

2. EMA use is (partially) socially constructed — some people use EMAs because they are
encrypted, but this often isn’t the primary reason users choose them; they are often focused
instead on other elements of the apps, like staying in touch with family and friends.
3. Although these platforms enable intimate, private communication, they are also used to
“blast” — broadcast or amplify — propagandistic content to many people at once.
These findings point to the significance of EMAs as a space of interest and concern for social media
researchers, and, in particular, of looking at the ambiguities associated with EMA use; and they are
worthy of attention for anyone interested in democracy, communication and the digital sphere.
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INTRODUCTION
Existing scholarship has established that social media is being used for political
manipulation across the globe,2 and not only on traditional social media platforms like
Facebook and Twitter. Encrypted messaging apps (EMAs) are emerging as an attractive
platform for political manipulation.3 As recent literature has shown, EMAs are being used for
propaganda, radicalization, misinformation, and disinformation in the United States,4 India,5
Pakistan,6 Nigeria,7 and various countries in Latin America.8
EMAs are often used both by activists to communicate in relative privacy,9 such as by
pro-democratic activists in Myanmar,10 and by extremists to radicalize others and spread
propaganda, such as by white supremacists and the Islamic State (IS).11 Researchers have
found that online extremist behavior has led to offline violence across the globe: in the
United States,12 the United Kingdom,13 India,14 and Uzbekistan,15 just to name a few. These
emerging platforms can thus have both beneficial and detrimental effects: in authoritarian
regimes, activists can safely organize within the privacy of these apps, but dangerous
organizations and individuals may also use them to illegitimately influence elections or
radicalize individuals.
Crucially, our analysis sheds light on the how EMAs are being used for political purposes
in environments and countries defined by a number of destabilizing socio-political
factors, including persisting governmental turmoil and regular foreign interference across
information ecosystems (and, in some cases, foreign interference in the offline world). In
these spaces and places, digital platforms including EMAs are being normalized for political
manipulation as well as for more general political talk. The problems associated with this
now-common digital political manipulation are well-known, hence the mechanisms through
which this political manipulation is being carried out are worthy of serious attention for
anyone interested in democracy, communication, and the digital sphere.
The following three overall trends were most prevalent in our research:
1. Adaptation strategies
EMA propaganda:
•

Is dynamic and human-powered

•

Hides in plain sight

•

Elicits emotions

•

Preys on low media literacy

•

Spreads in established community groups
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2. Social construction
EMAs are (partially) what people make of them:
•

Some apps are used explicitly for political talk, some are used for social talk,
some are used for activism

•

The majority of users do not choose these apps specifically because of their
encryption features

•

For a minority of users, the encryption is crucial

3. Amplification via EMAs
Unusual, but effective
•

Activists use these platforms for intimate organizing

•

Propagandists use these platforms to blast many people at once

CASES AND METHODS
We began our research with the following question: How does encrypted messaging use
intersect with different types of political talk (such as mis- and disinformation, propaganda,
or activism) and what are the characteristics of such content on EMAs?
Under this exploratory research question focused on political talk, we congregated political
content from differing provenance and contexts, and shared for varying motivations in
different contexts. We define disinformation as false information shared with intent to
deceive, and misinformation as false content that is spread accidentally by those who
believe it to be true.16 Propaganda refers to political information shared with the intent to
persuade; while propaganda can be misleading, it is not always or by definition false.17 We
define activism as content spread to promote particular social and political causes. We are
cognizant of the fact that one person’s propaganda can be another person’s activism.
From June 2021 to October 2021, our team conducted 21 qualitative, semi-structured
interviews across Indonesia, Myanmar, the Philippines, and Ukraine. We spoke with activists,
experts, fact-checkers, journalists, politicians, and producers of propaganda to gain the
perspectives of both the makers and trackers of political talk on EMAs.18
Producers of disinformation and politicians provided invaluable insight into the actual
disinformation campaigns and political propaganda, respectively. However, we treat these
groups as potentially unreliable narrators because they have a stake in the disinformation
campaigns and/or political propaganda they produce and it may have affected their
answers. Therefore, data from these interviews is always interpreted with an extra caveat.
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Our interviews with fact-checkers, journalists, and experts in these spaces were conducted
to gain a fuller picture of the political conversations happening in encrypted spaces.
Having a multitude of perspectives, including that of activists, allowed for a richer picture
of the varied ways in which EMAs are used in the countries we studied. This is in line with
previous scholarship19 which has investigated disinformation campaigns through qualitative
interviews with producers and has triangulated the findings with the perspectives of
observers. This strategy allowed us to draw conclusions about the political talk, including
disinformation campaigns, propaganda, and activism, that is happening on EMAs
throughout these countries.
Conversations with experts suggested that similar EMA disinformation campaigns
were being run across Indonesia, Myanmar, the Philippines, and Ukraine, so we chose
these countries as an exploratory set of case studies. We hoped to illuminate previously
unexplored economic and geographic similarities and differences, such as social factors
or digital development and infrastructure, across these countries. Each of the cases is
unique, but all four are lower middle-income countries.20 Previous research21 has tied low
socioeconomic status to likelihood in believing misinformation. We therefore aim to expand
our understanding of belief in both mis- and disinformation in lower-income countries.
In addition, our case studies are small to middle-size countries embedded in regions that
are overshadowed by much larger powers — Russia and China — making them potentially
susceptible to disinformation campaigns that aim to align them with Russia’s and China’s
political interests. We investigated these connections in four countries, each of which has
recently experienced state-aligned mis- or disinformation campaigns, partly due to recent
political turmoil. We investigated these connections in four countries with varying levels of
internet use: Myanmar (23.6% in 2017, most recent data), the Philippines (46.9% in 2019),
Indonesia (53.7% in 2020), and Ukraine (70.1% in 2019)22 as a differentiating factor, given
that data on EMA use in these countries is unavailable.23
All of these politically turbulent countries have been the targets of state-aligned mis- or
disinformation campaigns. Fake news trolls have influenced elections in Indonesia,24 and the
Indonesian government recently (2019) shut down the Internet in Papua and West Papua
in an effort to stop the flow of fake news25 and temper offline violence.26 In Myanmar, the
democratically-elected government, the National League for Democracy, headed by Aung
San Suu Kyi, was overthrown by the military branch of the government, the Tatmadaw, in
2021.27 The citizens face regular Internet shutdowns and restrictions on social media, which
creates a space for disinformation to breed.28 In the Philippines, the 2016 use of troll farms
by President Duterte and members of the Filipino Senate29 was one of the early cases of the
use of social media to influence elections, and disinformation continues to be a persistent
problem there.30 Ukraine became a hotbed for Russian disinformation following the fairly
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recent (2014) Euromaidan protest and annexation of Crimea by Russia.31 As in Myanmar, this
recent political turmoil created a welcoming environment for producers of disinformation to
sow confusion online.32

FINDINGS
In all four countries we studied, EMAs were relevant channels for political talk of various
kinds. Amongst the most interesting findings were the socially defined and well-understood
parameters of which apps to use for certain purposes. Generally, there is a continuum of
purposes for which people use EMAs, ranging from informal, implicit, social, and familiar
political communication — such as having conversations with friends or family about the
COVID-19 vaccine — to formal, explicit political communication, as when paid political
propagandists or democratic activists communicate to followers, or when members of the
government and/or military communicate to supporters or to the general population. This
broad finding is in line with other research and investigative reporting. However, our findings
illuminate new characteristics of this political talk in our countries of interest.

Adaptation Strategies: EMA Propaganda Is Dynamic
Overview
Five main themes about EMA-distributed propaganda emerged in our research. First,
we found that political propaganda is dynamic — no longer only designed for distribution
through traditional media but optimized to work effectively on EMAs. Much EMA
propaganda does not utilize automated computational methods (such as bot farms) but
is instead spread through accounts run manually, by humans. We assume this is because
human-run accounts are more difficult to identify and track than bot accounts. Why, then,
did many interviewees across all four countries characterize the propaganda distributed via
EMAs as “unsophisticated” in their countries?
Our second finding — that EMA propaganda hides in plain sight, in that it is often openly
positive about who it aims to promote or negative about who it aims to disparage — may
provide support for the claim about its unsophistication.
Third, we found that this type of propaganda is typically intended to elicit an emotional
response. This finding may be related to our fourth observation: according to our
interviewees, media literacy is quite low among all four of these countries’ populations, and
disinformation producers are able to exploit this literacy gap to their advantage.
Finally, we found that political propaganda, and in some cases disinformation, spreads in
known-community groups, some of which are thought of as political groups and some of
which are thought of as purely social. As our lab’s previous research has shown, the use of
known networks is a highly effective strategy for spreading disinformation.33
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Case Studies
Indonesia
Disinformation campaigns on traditional social media differ from those on EMAs. On
Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube, “buzzers” (people hired to have conversations online
or to make information viral in an effort to affect public opinion) are hired by political
candidates to manufacture consensus34 — create real political support from orchestrated
conversations between fake accounts — in what our interviewee called ”cyberwars.”
Political parties hire digital marketing firms to create fake accounts and have political
discussions online under Facebook posts, YouTube videos, etc.
These political discussions are intended to push positive information about candidates in a
seemingly organic way; normal users might find it hard to detect that the account has been
paid to say good things about a candidate, in part because this strategy is human-powered.
An interviewee who leads a team of buzzers told us, “They work non-stop, especially...when
the day of the election is near.” On EMAs, the political manipulation strategy is also humanpowered, but buzzers are unable to have orchestrated conversations. In our data, EMAs in
Indonesia are used solely to push out positive information about candidates rather than to
engage in orchestrated discussions.
Media literacy is low in Indonesia, and these strategies have proven effective. A leader at
a prominent fact-checking organization in the region is convinced that “It is really easy to
deceive Indonesians.”
Myanmar
EMA political propaganda is overt in Myanmar; pro-military EMA channels are run by
individual supporters of the military or by individual administrators in the military and are
explicitly named after military commanders, often with expressions of love or support in the
title (“I love Sargeant x”). As one Burmese journalist told us,

“It’s really obvious for people in Myanmar to understand which groups are promilitary and which groups are not.”

These human-run accounts, which spread disinformation within groups of people who
are already supporters of the Tatmadaw, at times extend their reach to the general
population. A notable example occurred when the Tatmadaw pushed a disinformation
campaign on EMAs and through SMS messages about the release of Aung San Suu Kyi. This
disinformation campaign took place while the Internet was shut down in Myanmar, giving
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users no ability to check the veracity of the claims about her release. During this period, one
of our interviewees received identical false messages about Aung San Suu Kyi’s release
from over 200 unknown numbers.
This particular (highly successful) campaign played both on the emotions and the low
media literacy of the population: citizens were overjoyed that their democratically-elected
representative had been released, and they were not able to identify that the information
was untrue. According to activists, they try to combat mis- and disinformation directly in
Telegram channels by reaching out to the post owners and asking them to take posts down,
but disinformation remains rampant, especially on Telegram.
The Philippines
Individuals within the government run massive groups that include over two million citizens
to increase support for the president and share information from the government. They
use stickers with Duterte’s image on EMAs to increase support. While increasing support
for a president is not inherently problematic, it becomes so when we consider that Duterte
used troll farms to win elections; these groups are seeking to increase support for a corrupt
president.
In some way, these dynamics can be seen as a different iteration or evolution of the use of
troll farms and in itself a form of corruption. While still unnaturally bolstering support for an
authoritarian leader, the disinformation is not deceptively hiding its aims.
Members of the government told us that they themselves run these channels as part of
their job descriptions. They explicitly stated that they do not use troll farms to do this.
Whether or not this is true across the government or even across these interviewees’
sectors, they indicated that humans run these specific accounts, which are openly sharing
information and encouraging support for President Duterte. They also stated that they
target millennials for their messaging and aim to be as entertaining as possible.
According to an interviewee working in cybersecurity, some computational propaganda
may be present, but human propaganda appears to be more prevalent.
Ukraine
Standard computational propaganda is still an issue in the region, but our interviewees
highlighted unique ways in which EMA disinformation campaigns are successful despite
their lack of technical sophistication.
As in the Philippines, in Ukraine, disinformation is sometimes spread through appealing to
positive emotions: one politician informed us that people read and spread disinformation
because it’s like a “novel but with real persons” — it’s entertaining.
Actors also appeal to negative emotions such as fear by adapting existing conspiracy
theories to play on both historical issues and current events. Ukraine’s history of Russian
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occupation — and Russia’s ongoing claims to parts of Ukraine — is worrying many citizens,
and because of this, they are particularly likely to suspect foreign interference. Therefore,
propagandists often use anti-Western tropes to play on these emotions. Propagandistic
content plays on fears that Ukraine is not a sovereign state and that all decisions are
affected by the West. This emotional and rhetorical tactic, combined with careful masking
of overtly pro-Russian sentiments, has proven successful for propagandists in Ukraine.
For example, according to one prominent researcher we interviewed in Ukraine, “nearly
half of the Ukrainian population believes that the International Monetary Fund controls the
Ukrainian government.”
In addition to activating historical fears, the conspiracy theories are adapted to also hook
in with current events. One week, producers might push the belief that the IMF governs
Ukraine, and the next week they might shift to saying that George Soros, an American
philanthropist, controls the Ukrainian government.
This conspiratorial messaging has been successful, penetrating to the local levels by
spreading through known community groups. The process is sly but simple; it does not
require large scale organization and technical prowess but rather depends on particular
manipulative rhetorical strategies and responsiveness to local circumstances. When these
techniques are paired with elements of computational propaganda — the ability to amplify
the messages across known-group EMA channels — the campaigns they support are
particularly successful.

Social Construction: EMAs (Partially) Are What People Make Of It
Overview
The choice of which EMA app to use varies greatly across populations and countries
because potential users’ understandings of the various apps are socially constructed.
Potential users hold specific, socially constructed perceptions of what groups each app
is designed for. For example, perceptions of apps’ user bases are heavily shaped by users’
demographics, particularly their age. Apps are also often chosen for professional reasons,
based on perceptions of the features they have to offer.
The characteristics of particular EMAs also lend themselves more to some groups of users
than others. For example, pro-democracy activists strategically chose EMAs as a tool for
communication due to the protection they provide through encryption, similar to journalists
and pro-democracy activists, relying on EMAs for more secure communication.
People’s perceptions of various apps are also colored by historical experiences in their
respective countries. For instance, in Ukraine, interviewees of different backgrounds
asserted their conviction that Telegram is heavily dominated by Russians — an impression
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that was confirmed by local Ukrainian journalists, who outlined how Telegram channels
meant for news are co-opted by Russian disinformation producers.

Case Studies
Indonesia
In Indonesia, the issue of encryption does not seem to be top of mind for many users when
they select EMAs for personal communication. For a minority, however, the encryption
protocols of Telegram and Signal are seen as more trusted than WhatsApp, and activists in
the country seem to rely on Signal and Telegram for coordination. As we will also see in the
case of Ukraine, Signal seems to be widely perceived as the most secure EMA.
WhatsApp seems to be the most prevalent EMA, likely in part because Facebook has a
continuing stronghold on the nation and in part because of the legacy of Free Basics,35 a
program that gave people free access to certain websites, including Facebook. The program
ended in 2018, but left a legacy of ubiquitous use in Myanmar (as it did in Indonesia).
According to one of our interviewees, the app is used for daily discussions between friends
and family.
WhatsApp is also used politically, with buzzers using it to push out positive information
about candidates. Their goal does not seem to be the manufacturing of consensus (as is the
case with traditional social media). Strategically speaking, EMAs are not buzzers’ first choice
for creating political discussions online because they are unable to track engagement.
Telegram and Signal are relied on by activists in Indonesia, who coordinate on these
apps. According to the founder of a prominent fact checking organization in Indonesia,
WhatsApp’s privacy and security are not as trusted among those worried about privacy.
This could be one reason that WhatsApp is primarily reserved for matters of daily social life.
Myanmar
In Myanmar, several apps are used by both activists and the military junta to spread their
messaging, but both groups focus on Telegram and Signal. Facebook and Twitter are still
considered the main sites for social media engagement, but all are regularly affected by the
government shutdowns and Facebook and Twitter are often only accessible through VPNs.
Facebook still dominates the social media sphere in Myanmar — “Facebook is the internet in
Myanmar,” one journalist told us — due to the legacy of Free Basics.36 Facebook (along with
the rest of the internet) have been periodically shut down in Myanmar, but people continue
using these platforms by accessing them through VPNs, which hide their locations.
Curiously, though, despite Facebook’s stranglehold, WhatsApp plays a less important role in
Myanmar than other EMAs.
Telegram and Signal are primarily used by activists to organize, in part because they do
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not need to use VPNs in order to use the apps. Multiple activists informed us that before
the coup, Facebook and Viber were the most popular apps, but after the coup, Telegram
became the most used. Activists have also constructed an image of Telegram and Signal
as being safe from military surveillance and of Facebook Messenger as not being secure. In
addition, Telegram users can hide their numbers and change their names, while Facebook
(which owns WhatsApp) requires real names. Although Telegram remains a hotbed of
disinformation in Myanmar (as it is in other countries), activists and journalists informed
us that it can also be a source of legitimate information, as they are able to access and
distribute news about Myanmar both within and outside of the country. Strategically,
Burmese activists choose Telegram, which allows messages to be deleted on both ends;
this removes the fear of being picked off the street and having one’s phone examined by the
military junta.
EMAs (including Telegram) and SMS are both used by the military junta to spread
disinformation. For example, the Tatmadaw utilized EMAs and SMS to spread the
aforementioned conspiracy theory that Aung San Suu Kyi had been released while she was
still in custody. They seem to be strategically relying on these platforms because they know
they can reach many Burmese — especially Burmese activists — this way.
The Philippines
In the Philippines, Viber and WhatsApp are the most-used EMAs, according to our
interviewees. These apps are used both by members of the public and by members of the
government, but Viber was characterized as having been “invaded” by the government.
Both apps are used for political talk and are generally used for reasons other than their
encryption features. In addition, social media platforms such as Facebook (including
Facebook Messenger) are used by many, although according to members of Duterte’s
government, Twitter is primarily used by those who are anti-Duterte.
According to our interviewees, Viber appears to be the app that is most used for
political propaganda. Our interviewees from governmental departments in charge of
communication explained their strategic decision to use Viber in simple terms: “We always
go where the people are.” In the Philippines, this also means that they do not use Twitter
because that is where “opponents of the president” are.
Viber is in wider use than Telegram, although our interviewees generally considered
Telegram to be safer. They use Viber because that’s where their communities are located.
For users, the value comes not in encryption but in being able to communicate with many
people at once and in utilizing these platforms in the same way that public Facebook groups
or Twitter might be used. They share pro-government messaging in massive groups with
millions of Filipino citizens.
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WhatsApp and Viber are equally effective for spreading disinformation because of their
ability to host large groups. According to an interviewee who worked in politics (but not in
Duterte’s government), political disinformation spreads in private chat groups of family and
friends on WhatsApp and Viber. He also said that large public groups on WhatsApp and
Viber become “echo chambers” hosting only political junkies, because people leave these
groups when they don’t like the content.
Ukraine
In Ukraine, Telegram is seen as almost solely reserved for political topics and news. Signal
plays a less prominent role for most Ukrainians, but activists and politicians often use it
because they identified it as the most secure option.
Viber is extremely popular in Ukraine and is reserved for communications between family,
friends, and communities (such as parents’ groups of school classes). It is considered to
be a non-political communication channel because of this use. If disinformation makes its
way into these channels, however, it is particularly powerful because people are generally
unguarded when conversing on Viber. As previous research has shown, information on
EMAs often comes from trusted family and friends. For instance, disinformation about
COVID-19, which would be considered political conversation by analysts, is not perceived as
such by Ukrainians conversing on Viber. A prominent Ukrainian researcher told us,

“It’s actually part of the reason, one of the reasons, why disinformation is so
easily accepted when it is received from Viber, because it often comes from
the people who you personally know and you personally trust. And it also is
often a piece of information that, as I said, doesn’t look political.”
Viber conversations sometimes take on pro-Russian tones, according to a former journalist
and current politician in the country, who views this as suggesting possible Russian
influence. Although he remained adamant that Viber is currently not political, he did say,
“Russians’ next step will be Viber.”
Telegram has the reputation of being “the political app” among the EMAs in the Ukraine.
Telegram content is overtly political, as it is used mostly to discuss particular political
candidates, parties, or policies. Journalists often use information from large Telegram
channels to inform their reporting. Propagandists use this to their advantage: Telegram
channels first attract journalists by sharing legitimate news, then administrators begin
feeding the journalists disinformation, which then spreads from EMAs to more traditional
media.
Signal is the EMA that Ukrainians see as the most secure. One interviewee, a leading
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Ukrainian researcher, emphasized that he is wary of Western government officials
eavesdropping on Ukrainians, including himself, and that this is why he uses Signal for
conversations about his research. Similarly, politicians or those who are concerned about
sharing secrets also use Signal because of its encryption. In general, however, the issue of
encryption — or the issue of digital privacy writ large — does not seem top of mind for many
people in Ukraine. For most people, the decision to communicate over EMAs does not seem
to stem from their concern for privacy but rather from these apps’ status as part of daily life.

Amplification via EMAs: Unusual, But Effective
Overview
EMAs have generally been associated with private, secure communication, but they are now
being used both for one-to-one communication and for one-to-many communication. They
are thus poised to take the place of traditional social media networks like Facebook and
Twitter.
In the countries we studied, members of the government are now using EMAs to speak
to large swaths of the population and activists are using them to broadcast messaging to
many members at once. These uses do not require encryption or privacy protocols; in oneto-many communications, propagandists are there because that is where the people are.
Those who use EMAs for one-to-one or small-scale communications generally do so
because they are encrypted. Activists in particular tend to utilize these platforms to receive
safe, secure information about “secrets” or to share information that could be dangerous to
them. For these folks, encryption remains a valuable feature.

Case Studies
Indonesia
WhatsApp groups are attractive to those looking to spread false information. These large,
topic-specific groups revolve around topics like religion or ethnicity and are designed
to allow people to join a community of likeminded individuals. These groups are large
and attract many users — most groups hit the WhatsApp maximum of 256 members.
Information shared in the groups largely revolves around the topic of their shared interest,
so users in the group often do not notice when discussions turn political (as with the
previously discussed Viber groups in Ukraine). Indonesia has a low level of media literacy,
which is compounded by the fact that users’ guards are down in these groups because of
their seemingly innocent functions.
The coordinator of a major fact-checking organization told us they believe some of these
groups are purposefully created by disinformation actors to spread false information
because “You can see the same message in multiple different groups.” According to a
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researcher in Indonesia, information in these topic-specific groups often spreads to other
community groups, allowing the disinformation to travel far and wide.
WhatsApp groups and Telegram channels are also often used by influencers and other
disinformation actors to promote backlinks to their YouTube videos and other content.
Myanmar
In Myanmar (unlike the other countries mentioned), EMAs are rarely used to speak to large
groups of people, perhaps due to the current authoritarian rule. Utilizing these apps for
large-scale communication is not safe for activists, and it is not practical for the military
junta, who often shut down the internet (and thus EMAs) altogether. EMAs are used by
activists mainly for small-scale organizing. Producers of disinformation (the military junta)
tend to use these platforms not for mass communication (one-to-many communication),
but to spread propaganda within their groups. According to a Burmese journalist, the
propaganda typically does not spread far outside their official channels.
Telegram and sometimes Signal are used by activists for several purposes: to coordinate
which hashtags they are going to tweet out and at what time, to teach their followers how
to use Twitter effectively, to source reliable information from news organizations, to factcheck information, and to spread legitimate news — unique educational uses for EMAs that
we did not observe in other countries. These uses of EMAs take advantage of the intimate,
private, and secure nature of these platforms. In contrast, activists rely on Facebook and
Twitter to reach large groups.
The Philippines
Viber (and, to a lesser extent, Facebook Messenger) are used by members of the
government to speak to many citizens (up to 2.6 million) at once. According to two
government officials, “We try to adapt a shotgun approach ... we try to blast them.”
Viber is also used by members of the government for smaller-scale inter-government
communication, but this has little to do with its encryption or security protocols; it is
because Viber is where the people — including the government employees — are.
Ukraine
Telegram’s large channels (and only its large channels) are attractive to propagandists,
who use them to specifically target journalists. Telegram is hugely influential in Ukraine
because journalists often use information from large Telegram channels to inform their
reporting. As various informants in Ukraine explained, Telegram channels lure journalists to
join these channels by sharing factual information, then eventually, after gaining their trust,
propagandists begin to share false information, which journalists are likely to trust because
of their previous encounters with the propagandists.
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Large, anonymous Telegram channels are vulnerable to bots, and our interviewees seem to
believe that bots are behind much of the growth of these channels. Bots run by third-party
PR firms or political consulting companies are often hired by politicians to take advantage of
the dynamic described above, at first offering factual information to build trust, then shifting
to sharing blatantly false information.
It appears that large Telegram channels are being used to push a Russian agenda into
traditional media with bots. As a Ukrainian disinformation expert shared, “Anonymous
Telegram channels, which push for Russian agenda...become very popular, sometimes due
to organic reasons but sometimes due to bots...And their large audience attracts attention
from the local fringe online media.” A former journalist turned politician used even stronger
language, stating that “printing media are dead” and these Telegram channels are “ruled by
Russians or some Ukrainian politicians.”

CONCLUSION
This study confirmed some existing knowledge, showing that EMAs matter for large parts
of the population in our case studies. It also revealed new understandings that identified
which EMAs are used for different types of political talk in each country — a finding that
likely suggests how effective these various apps are for different types of political talk and
political propaganda.
Our research illuminated three key elements. First, it documented some of the adaptation
strategies used by producers of disinformation and activists alike to make EMAs work
for their goals. Second, it showed how different actors select which EMAs to use based
on several factors: their motives for communication, who they want to reach, what kind
of conversation they want to have, and whether they fear surveillance. Third, it identified
an unexpected use of EMAs, that of large-scale amplification of messaging. The research
reported here has implications for policymakers, platform designers, researchers, civil
society, and the public writ large.
•

Perhaps our most interesting finding is that the decision about which app to use for
each type of conversation — from political conversation to private talk to risky or
illegal organizing — appears to be based on socially constructed perceptions of what
each app is good for: family chat, discussion of shared interests with strangers, or
political news.

•

Building on this insight, policies should work to address the issue of disinformation
being shared within these multiple types of conversations. Currently, little of the
propaganda being shared via EMA is driven by bots, and technological fixes may not
be enough. Human perception is best addressed with human solutions: inoculation
programs, fact-checkers, and digital literacy programs.
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•

This is not to say that technological adjustments — efforts to identify computational
propaganda or limitations on how many times a message can be forwarded or how
far it can be forwarded37 — are futile. Instead, we recommend complementing these
technological adjustments with a more societally-based approach. Broadly speaking,
platforms could work with local fact-checkers and communities (for instance,
activists in Myanmar) to cater interventions to their needs.

•

EMAs are also comparatively young, emerging over the course of the 2010s. Social
scientists should focus studies on understanding their functions and effects on
societies and political systems in order to broaden our understanding and provide
context outside of user statistics.

As the popularity of EMAs such as WhatsApp, Telegram, and Signal increases globally, both
activism and disinformation alike will adapt to make use of these platforms. Civil society,
tech companies, and international and local policymakers, however, can work together to
protect data privacy and activism while limiting disinformation and propaganda.38 Recent
interventions by Meedan, such as WhatsApp tiplines39 and WhatsApp fact-checking,40
have demonstrated how to intervene in the spread of disinformation on these platforms.
Outreach and conversation by tech companies with local fact-checkers, researchers,
and civil society is crucial to ensure that disinformation is being identified, blocked, and
countered without endangering activists’ safety and privacy.
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